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HOW THE PARK
CAME INTO BEING
Until the late 1970s Onslow Park was simply Onslow
Street; a short, cobbled street running between St.
Stephens Road and Skipworth Street. The houses were
set back allowing for front gardens which was unusual
in the area, but not unlike other cobbled streets in
South Highfields.
Leicester City Council’s ‘Housing Renewal Strategy’ at
the time was to improve properties in specific areas,
including Highfields, and to encourage local residents’
groups to get involved with the process. South
Highfields Residents Association, a forerunner of South
Highfields Neighbours, produced a monthly newsletter
and in their fifth publication in April 1980 ran an
article on the front page: ‘Onslow Street Demolition’.
‘It is proposed to demolish most of the oddnumbered houses in Onslow Street. At their last
meeting, members of South Highfields R.A. felt
that, if this is to happen, they would like to see the
houses demolished immediately, rather than being
left as boarded-up, festering ruins. Furthermore, they
hoped that the site can be made into a small, carfree landscaped park/play area for the benefit of the
residents.’
The East Leicester District Local Plan (Issues Report &
Draft Proposals) published in October 1982 included
the following items:
COMMUNITY FACILITIES – PLAY AREAS
6.12 – Play space provision for younger children is
uneven. The Highfields Priority Area Review Report
1978 showed that 36 per cent of dwellings in the
Highfields Priority Zone were still too far from a play
area even though more had been provided through
housing renewal. (A quarter of a mile and no need
to cross a main road was used in this study to define
“too far”.)
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6.13 – More play areas are under construction at
Onslow Street and on the site of 13-27 St Stephens
Road, which has been cleared as part of the
redevelopment of Medway School.
It is unclear why the houses on one side of Onslow
Street were considered fit for demolition while those
on the other were not. When they were demolished,
the City Parks Department kept three of the house
plaques; Trafalgar Cottages, Nelson Cottages and Nile
Cottages. These were laid into the ground when the
park was renovated in 2016. Also buried in the park is
a time capsule to be opened in 2116, which was put
together by South Highfields Neighbours. Its contents
include a book about the area during World War One,
together with letters from adults and children, another
book entitled ‘We Are South Highfields’ and numerous
artefacts: a Medway school jumper, pizza leaflets,
a copy of Leicester Mercury and photographs. If it
survives until 2116 it will span 200 years of history.
By the time the renovation took place, the park had
deteriorated into a muddy mess. It was often strewn
with litter from drinkers, used as a toilet by older
men and mostly avoided by children. However, for
many years the park had been enjoyed. Delowara
remembers taking her children to play there regularly
in the late 1980s:
“I used to live on Sutherland Street … So being
married, having young children, I was in the area and
Onslow Park used to be one of the play areas I used
to take my children, especially the older two, Jennine
and Ryhan. It was lovely, very enclosed. I remember
the mound like a grass hill, and my daughter used to
run up and the swings and the slides and everything.
It was somewhere I used quite often … from say 1986
for a good five or six years … taking my nieces and

nephews, taking my children … It was very safe. That’s
what I remember from then. I didn’t feel at all that
I couldn’t go there with my children and let them
play there. I’ve seen it when it went downhill and I
thought ‘Wow, what a pity, that was nice, and used
so much’.“
Ruhme used to play out in the streets a lot with her
friends but she didn’t go to Onslow Park:
"Growing up on Welland Street in the ‘90s, just a
few minutes' walk away from Onslow Park, we were
hardly allowed to play there and didn't even know
it existed until I discovered it with my friends. I
remember it as being very dark, shady and sheltered
from public view, which didn't encourage any of us

to spend much time. If anything, as a child I much
preferred, and was encouraged, to go to Vicky Park
- much bigger, brighter and greener and plenty of
people to join in the fun."
As the condition of the park declined and it became
the focus of anti-social behaviour, there was pressure
from local residents for action. With support from our
local City Councillors the park was eventually allocated
funding for renovation in 2015.
Following an official opening on May 27th 2016, there
was a community celebration on May 29th 2016.
The renovation has been a success and the children
have taken back the park.
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SOME OF THE FAMILIES
WHO USE THE PARK
The area around Onslow Park is home to a wonderful
mix of people. There are people who have lived here
for decades as well as students passing through. Some
of those from Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and Eastern
Europe are newly arrived but many were born here.
Most of the property was built in the 19th century and
includes some grand houses, now turned into flats and
bed-sits. Other houses like those on Skipworth Street
are small, mainly two-bedroomed, terraces.
Yevgeny Salisbury who lives in Upper Tichborne Street
describes the area in a poem, published in ‘Welcome
to Leicester’ by Dahlia Publishing in 2016:

HIGHFIELDS
The shuttered synagogue at the end of my street
hugs its solemn bricks against the cold.
Ponderous facade amongst the dark and oily trees.
While beggars contemplate defeat
all along the sheltered wall of the soup kitchen
readying
to open its doors across the road

easy on their bicycle,
along the dusty pavement.
A church bell rings.
There’s a song from half the members of a Slovak
gypsy band
Freckled girls in track suits tops and skirts down to
their
stardust glitter sandals
In perfect counterpoint
Walking as they sing
Past a crate of plantains.
A spilt can of lager
A fallen school sticker
One old chair
A broken toaster rusting in a beam of taxi light.
And lying by a lamppost is yesterday’s paper.
The vigil candles stuttered in the breeze
That I will remember.
And on Connaught Street the token of a poster in a
window saying ‘I have a dream’.
Every dream, every night.

And Ahmed waits in patient stillness ten feet from
his door
for his dancing little daughter
to gather up her dropped madrassa bag
like a stitch fallen from a careless needle
Long learning
Day after awkward day
Clinging at the shawl upon a grandmother’s shoulder.
There’s a crescent moon rising over Highfields
Catching in the arms of a sentinel lime.
And McKenzie every afternoon rides his daddy’s hip,
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Skipworth Street with Onslow Park on the right

There is poverty and wealth in the area in all sorts of
measures. And lots of children.
The families interviewed on the following pages all use
the park, but they are not a representative sample.
They were simply happy to talk. Two of the families
live in Skipworth Street and two in Onslow Street.
Budi lives a few streets away, but the park is on the
way to and from school. Roman and Filip have moved
around in the area a great deal but the park has been
a meeting place for them for many years.

RAYYANA, DARWISYAH AND RAFIF
Rayyana (9) Darwisyah (7) and Rafif (3) live with their
parents in Skipworth Street, very close to the park; so
close that the two oldest children are allowed to play
there on their own. Their Mum, Diffa, explains:
“We allow them. At first we observe them for a few
weeks and now for the last one month we let them
go by themselves to play with their friends. We can
clearly hear them from the house, especially from the
back yard.”
In the summer they played there every day, and when
some friends were visiting, their children loved the
park too.
“I think the park is very good. Our friend from Bath
came here last week. She has two kids. They just
wanted to go to the park. They don’t want to go
home, they still want to play on the park. And guess
what? The mother said ‘One of the kids wants to
change school to here because they love the park very
much’. The location of the park and the surroundings
makes a good impression to others. We are lucky.”
Diffa is a gynaecologist and is here supporting her
husband Razif who is doing a PhD in Cardiovascular
Science at Leicester University. He is based at Glenfield
Hospital. They were both practising doctors and
lecturers for ten years in Malaysia before coming here in
September 2015. They are funded by their government
and when they return in 2018 they will work for the
government hospital – as opposed to the private
hospitals which richer people use. To get a scholarship
you have to study at one of the universities ranked

Photos AM
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within the top 200. Razif chose Leicester because of its
expertise in his field.

Stoneygate Ward, that is just what happened. There
was an exhibition about their culture around the fence,
delicious Malaysian food and Malaysian games to play.

Diffa is pleased the children can go to Medway School:
“Malaysia school is very heavy. The syllabus is very
heavy. Here the teachers I can see that they approach
the students at their level, so the kids are not that
worried and they can study at their own pace. But
there they have the syllabus that all the students
need to follow. Here the classes are 30 students in
one class, but in Malaysia there are 40 or 50 so it is too
cramped, so the teachers couldn’t cope. They can’t
notice who is doing well, who is not doing well.“

Asked about the availability of Malaysian food here in
Leicester, Razif and Diffa said they were very pleased
that there was so much halal food available, but they
do miss their special Malaysian food. Having arrived
last September they have lived through the turbulent
time following the Brexit referendum in June.

Diffa thinks the park has been very helpful for the
children in learning English and making friends:
“They can mingle, because we are from different
backgrounds.There is a lot of kids in the playground
so they can mingle around with other international
kids, some from Romania some from Slovakia and
they can practice their English as well, so they can
improve their English by being in the park playing
with others.”
Razif also explains the benefit to the Malaysian
community:
“The Malaysian kids gather together, especially
after school hours. Then we can meet up with the
parents as well. It’s safe...this park is clean and it’s
very important for the kids to play around with other
Malaysian friends also.”
This is clearly happening with other communities,
where, especially after school, you can see parents
from the Roma community chatting together while
their children play.
This year, Razif is president of the Malaysian Students
Association. There are 14 or 15 other postgraduate
families studying at Leicester University. Usually the
wife studies and her husband supports her. Malaysia
Day is 16th September and Razif thought it would be
a good idea to celebrate it in the park – but on the
17th, as that was a Saturday. It would enable the local
community to learn something of Malaysian culture
and have a great day! So with the help of a grant from
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Activities on Malaysia Day

Diffa said:

go on a bus and go into town.”

“Even after this Brexit thing, even though there
is a threat to Islam, here in our community it is
OK. Everyone greets each other. We have our nonMuslim neighbours who came to our event. It is
not a threat to us. The kids are playing at the park.
They are playing together without any problem. It
is wonderful.” and at the school “ I went for some
event in the school, some classes. Yes we meet each
other. Most are Muslim but there are also some from
Europe as well. We talk to each other and greet each
other. There is nothing to be afraid of.”

Nazia made friends at English classes and looks
forward to learning more English when the children
are all at school. She has also made friends with her
neighbours.

AYESHA, ABDUL AND NAWAZ

“Some of my neighbours here, they are really nice
and good to me, like I trust them and sometime I
leave my kids with them if I need to go to the doctor
or whatever, and they look after them for me, and I
do for them too, that’s good.”
Ayesha and Abdul love the park. Ayesha did a beautiful
painting of her family at the ‘Art In The Park’ day we
held in August. Nazia and Abdul also enjoyed doing
some artwork at the event.
Nazia explains:
“I use the park a lot. They love playing in the park.
They really like to go on all the things. They never
want to come home … and it’s really happy for me

Ayesha at Art in the Park
Ayesha, Abdul and Nawaz live with their parents in
Skipworth Street. Their Dad was born in Leicester but
their Mum, Nazia, was born in Gujerat, India, moving to
Leicester seven years ago and to Skipworth Street three
years ago. ‘Safe’ is a word Nazia uses a lot. She finds
Leicester safer than India.
“I feel more safe than in my country. If you need any
doctor help or whatever, you get it quicker than in
my country. I feel more safe in here, in the UK, than
in India. I like it here. I used to live in quite a small
village, no much buses and if you want to get out
of the village and go to the main town and get
something, it’s a bit hard for us...Here it’s very easy to
Nazia (left) and Abdul painting, too
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too … It’s very near to my house. Any time if I want
to, like if they are fed up or bored or whatever, just
walk outside ... and they enjoy making friends too
...This summer was really good ...They’d just made it
up[renovation]. Ayesha loves it so much, she loves
swings, she loves slides ... Because I don’t drive I can’t
go, like, far places. It’s near, just walking and play.”

ROMAN AND FILIP

Nazia’s husband works for an engineering company.
Sometimes at the weekend, they all go to Victoria
Park, and while he looks after the children in the play
area, Nazia enjoys going for a walk round the park on
her own.
They took their children back to India seven months
ago and Nazia hopes that one day her family can visit
them here.
“This is my country now, my kids’ country, their home
country now. I love this country. Since I came I enjoy
everything what we get here, like safety, whatever I
like here. I’d like friends and family to see them ... I
wish one day they come here and see around here
where I live, how I live, how they go to school and
how good it is. I’d really like to show them how good
it is, how easy, how different here from there.”
They are saving up.
“We try to spend a little bit less - they are still small
- so we can see our family later on in Leicester. It is
nice for them to know how we live in Leicester, that
we are very happy and this is a very good place.”

Roman (left) and Filip
Roman and Filip are two fathers whose children play
in the park. They fear that Brexit may mean they and
their families are sent back to Slovakia. Filip’s children
are six and seven.
“I feel that it is wrong, because people who is living
from Europe in this country, some people is born
here, like for example my children. It is very hard for
them if we go back home. For me it is OK, but for my
kids it is very hard because my children don’t speak
Slovakian language. They speak in English language,
have to teach everything like from the beginning.”

Ayesha's picture of her family
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One of Filip’s children broke her leg in the park, as she
swung off the slide and landed badly. It is mended
now and she still comes to play.
“in the summertime, every day, every time.”
Roman’s children are three and five. They also play in
the park. He has lived here for 13 years, doing various
jobs.
“Picking, packing, labouring, factory job and my last
job used to be, I worked with my friend. He used to
have a business like removals so I help him out, but
his business gone, so now I working in factory again
from agency.”
Asked about Brexit, Roman explains how he and
others from his Roma community are very worried.
“I feel very bad. I feel very bad about this government,
how they do this because I think you know the
European people who are coming to the UK, we
coming to make money and work from this country
and we pay the tax and we people same like
everybody else. When they stop the Brexit, I feel bad
I feel basically bad. I don’t feel comfortable, because
we don’t feel like freedom.”

wage. But we have to work in this country. We’re
coming from different culture but still we are people.
We want to survive. We want to live. That’s why we
come in the UK, to change our life because back
home is bad. It’s really bad situation, with work, with
money we get from the work and there’s not many
work back home so that’s why we come here, to
change our lives.”
Roman and Filip meet their friends in Onslow Street
under the tree, opposite the park:
“It’s my friends, I’ve known them for a long time. We
get used to it. Usually when we finish on a Friday
when eveything is done we get paid then, pay day,
so meet together. We have a little bit of drink, we
smoke, we talk how is it going to be next day, what
we gonna do, just like that, like in a pub. We don’t go
to a pub, because pubs is expensive. In pub is £2 and
here we can buy £1, so it’s different for us.”
They meet under the tree because it provides shelter in
the rain. Following the renovation they no longer drink
inside the park.
“We never now drink in the park because of the kids.
Obviously, we have respect for them.”

Roman agrees that there is a lot of hostility to the
Roma community in Slovakia.
“I feel more safe here in the UK than in Slovakia,
definitely”.
He says that is true of others in his community. Asked
if he has experienced hostility in Leicester, after a long
pause he replies
“No in Leicester, Leicester is good, basically UK is
good. You have to work. If you work is good. You get
every week money, you can survive, you can pay your
bills, you can get your food. But otherwise if you don’t
work you get depression, because you don’t have
money, you don’t have food, you can’t pay your bills.
It is a headache your boss coming. You have to pay
your house, it’s all a headache. But when you have
work, people don’t give you headache. From agency
they give you job, yeah, but they give you minimum

Children chatting to police officer Sam during a
Police Surgery
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ZUBEYR AND SALMA

years. I never get the problem for the discrimination.
No one can look me like that. We are happy,
exceptionally happy … All the people they are equal,
so no-one can say ‘oh you are Muslim, we are this, we
are that’. All the people are friendly.”
Nazia and Diffa both spoke of missing their families
and migrant families rarely have grandparents nearby
for their children. Ayaan, too, missed her family. Asked
how safe Somalia is now, Ayaan said:
“It’s not safe, sometimes it’s coming the problem, but
life is going on, but still we don’t have a government
and the civil war is still on.”

Photos AM
People come to Britain for a variety of reasons. The
situation is often more complicated than it appears.
Roman and Filip came for work, which they were able
to do when Slovakia joined the EU in 2004, but before
then many people from the Roma community came
from Slovakia, the Czech Republic or Romania as
refugees from persecution. Often the decision to leave
is a mixture of both. Zubeyr and Salma’s Mum, Ayaan,
came as a European citizen from Holland, but she had
fled there as a refugee from Somalia and received her
Dutch citizenship there. This is true of many Somalis in
Leicester.

Ayaan’s two eldest children were born in the
Netherlands and the three younger ones in the UK.
They speak a little Somali. Shopping for Somalian food
is no problem.
“We can find everything. The food Somalian here the
same, but here there is more available, the Caribbean,
the Asian food, the Somali. Everything is here.
Leicester is a big city and you can find everything you
want.”

Zubeyr and Salma live opposite the park and love to
play there. They live with their Mum and three other
siblings. Ayaan works in a nearby shop. They have lived
in Onslow Street since 2009 and before that had lived
in Skipworth Street for four years. It was not so good
before the park was renovated.
“The youngest four, they usually go to play there
Saturday and Sunday. Now it’s really good, safe and
beautiful and clean. We are happy now.”
Ayaan is happy with life in Leicester in general. ‘Safe’ is
a word she also uses a lot.
“In Leicester we feel that we are staying at home, like
Somalia. The community is safe. The people are nice.
We can learn the Koran. We can wear the hijab. It is
safe. Leicester is safe, for myself it is safe. I now 11
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Gathering to bury the time capsule

Oliwer reading to everyone, including
Rob Gee at the Everybody's Reading event
Photo by AM

BUDI
Budi arrived with his family on Malaysia Day, 16th
September 2016 and went to the event in the park the
next day. He is from Indonesia, studying at Leicester
University in the business school where he is doing a
PhD in financial management. Like Razif he is getting
a government grant. He chose Leicester University
not because of its excellence in his field of study, but
because it is middle ranking:
“University of Leicester is not top rank university, it
is middle rank, middle level but I prefer. I will do
this course, this research. I will bring my family, so
I consider to make a balance. Some of my friends
they tell me if I am in applying a high level university
I will be very busy with assignments and also the
university ask you to do a higher level of research,
and you will have no time for your family … It’s a
matter of balancing. I have to compromise with my
family.”
They go to the park most days:
“I go to the park and play together with my children. I
have two children. My son two years and my daughter
six years. My daughter is going to Medway School,
so usually after school we are playing in the park
together. Rarely we are playing in the park in the
morning, as usually in the morning I will have a class
in the University. But on some days my son asks me
to play in the park in the morning and I will just play
with him about five or ten minutes, maybe, but in the
afternoon we are going with my daughter so we are
more playing in the park, maybe 15 or 20 minutes
in the park. My daughter prefers to play the swing
and the climbing frame, because it is higher. My son
is two and he likes playing roundabout and see-saw.
The park provides a variety of tools for playing and
they can choose what they prefer in the park.”
Budi and his family are from Jakarta:
“In Indonesia there is not so many open space of
park, usually in the housing area we have one park.
The size is more or less similar with this park here,
but the facility is not … just open space and with
maybe just one big swing and one little swing.”

Budi’s daughter is already adjusting to life at Medway
School.
“In the first month my daughter went to school
and she was crying every day.’ I don’t want to go to
school, it feels scary’ she was telling me … This was
only two or three weeks and then after one month
she feel happier and then she was not crying any
more.”
Her kindergarten school in Jakarta had been bilingual,
and at the end of the summer term until they left in
the September she had private lessons in English in
preparation for coming to Leicester. Children learn fast,
but English can be a struggle for parents.
“I am not so worried, [about my daughter] I am
just worrying myself, about understanding people
speaking English. Sometimes in the class I will have
no idea what they are speaking about … and not all
teacher or lecturer is British, some lecturers from
Greece, some from Germany and they have different
accents.” It is also early days for Budi.
Asked about cultural differences he has noticed, Budi
finds that people here are “very individualistic”, more
so than in Indonesia. He has learnt about the concern
around taking photographs, and wonders how he
can get to know his neighbours better. His wife is still
homesick, but they have already had a meeting in
their house with other Indonesian students and Budi
really hopes that in time they can all be more involved
with the local community.
Budi and his wife like going to the market. They can
find plenty of vegetables there and of course rice, but
not all kinds of Indonesian food.
“Here, halal food is different, but I guess that most
Muslims are from India or Pakistan, South Asia, not
so many people from South East Asia, so a lot of halal
food, but not our preference of food. We eat rice.
They also eat rice but the rice is different from India
or Pakistan or Sri Lanka. We use different rice, also
different spice. Different cultures have different taste
in combining spices.”
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LAYAN AND GMANA

“I’m very happy when I live here because in summer
all people, all children come there for park. I take my
daughter there. My friend Omani one day he come
to me he say, ‘Faisal, my son, come live with me for
Omani group’ I say ‘no I’m sorry I can’t’. He say ‘why?’
I say ‘because I live opposite the park and all people,
all children come there, I’m happy when I see people
play there, my daughter play there, I see her. It’s good
for me.’ I think three days or four days he say ‘my
son, come’. I say ‘I can’t, I can’t, sorry’. I say ‘yes, very
nice, but here I’m happy, my home opposite park’. His
home good house but don’t have park, his school for
his children far. Every day he take his children by car.
Every day, me, I walk and when my daughter here in
home I go outside and play with her.”

Photos AM
Layan (6) and Gmana (3) live with their Mum Moza and
their Dad Faisal in Onslow Street. They are from Oman
and Moza is studying psychology and education at De
Montfort University, supported by their government. In
Oman, Moza taught in a Montessori school. She likes
the way Layan is taught at Medway, which is different
from the Omani state schools.
“Here, the teacher is like friend for the student, not
like the teacher, but in my country it is more serious.
You must do that, you mustn’t do that. Before I like
study but some people don’t like study. They don’t
like it. The school is like prison. It is not meant to
enjoy, but here my daughter she enjoys every day.
She wants to wake up and go to school.”
They love living opposite the park. Moza explains:
“In the summer every day they play in the park. Now
the weather is a little bit cold it is a bit difficult, but
sometimes when the weather is sunny they play in
the park...My daughter when I come here she didn’t
know any word English, but when she play with
other children she learn fast.”
Faisal takes the children to school and nursery and
then goes to English classes himself. An Omani friend
tried to get them to move into a bigger house near
other people from Oman.
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November 18th is Omani Day and they would have
liked to celebrate it in the park, like Malaysia Day. It
is the day the Sultan of Oman became president.
Instead, they hope to celebrate his birthday next year
in the park on July 27th. However, Moza did use the
opportunity to do a presentation at university about
her country. They are aware that many people do not
know much about Oman. They are very fond of their
president, the Sultan, whom they see as a peaceful
man. As Moza explained:
“It’s like he doesn’t want any war in his country...
My president he don’t want to do anything wrong,
because if he send an army into another country,
maybe that other country will fight with my people.
Now there is a lot of people from Yemen come to
my country because they feel peace in my country.
Nobody can kill him in Oman. Nobody can do
anything to him in Oman.”
The country does not have the extreme laws of
neighbouring Saudi Arabia regarding women.
“In my country women can drive and here is the
same, and in Oman also if you want to wear scarf or
not is the same, accept you, what you want. No-one
from Government says you must wear the scarf. If
family likes you to wear a scarf, they accept you what
you want, but nobody can say to you you must do
that, and also here is the same if you want to wear, or
if not.”

Layan and Gmana have joined in most of the events
held in the park since the renovation, including the
Everybody’s Reading event as Moza describes:
“The park is interesting for me because it opposite
my house and a lot of people more friendly with
each other and my daughters enjoy the exercise
for example reading, one day for reading, and the
children more happy for that day because all body
bring their story and all people reading. It is not only
a park; it’s like one house and one family. And also
Malaysia Day, that is interesting day. I know about
Malaysia but before I don’t know about Malaysia and
now I have a lot of information about Malaysia and
the food because the people bring the food and I like
it.”

Photo AM

Photo AM
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OTHER PARK USERS
The park has been taken over by the children during
the day. It is divided into two halves, the play area
and the other end. But the other end also belongs to
the children and football, cycling, scooting and other
games take place there. Raised beds with flowers
and shrubs were included in the renovation, but the
plants have mainly disappeared under the feet of
children. No matter. It is their space. In the evening
however, teenagers and adults will often gather to
chat and smoke and sometimes to drink. Mostly this
is not a problem. The park is there for everyone. There
is no youth centre in the area and many people live
in overcrowded houses. Most empty beer cans and
bottles get put in the bins. Occasionally, though, they
are left on the ground and picked up in my early
morning litter pick. Occasionally they make too much
noise for people who live in Onslow Street and are
trying to sleep, or they bang the gate on Skipworth
Street which bangs the fence which bangs the wall
of Marek’s house adjacent to the park. Marek is from
the Czech Roma community and came to Leicester 19
years ago. He lives with his wife and two children. He
doesn’t like the drinking in the park and he doesn’t like
the banging of the gate at night which reverberates
through his house, but he is nonetheless happy to help
paint the wall of his house in the park which is ideal
for a mural, as long as his landlord agrees.
We would like to create a mural there next summer.
It can include some of the flowers which were lost
and the bees and butterflies which benefit from the
flowers. The children will decide. There are plenty of
beautiful trees in the park and on one a tit box. A grey
squirrel is often to be seen jumping from branch to
branch and when the leaves fall their rich variety of
colours is breathtaking. The shimmer of frost adds early
morning magic.
Rayyana painted a butterfly for the mural
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Photo AM

Mamy with her daughter. As well as
planting daffodil bulbs in the ground on
September 18th, the gardeners also took
three home in a pot.
Photo by ???

EVENTS
“It is not only a park; it’s like
one house and one family.”
These are some of the communal events we have held
there since the renovation.
April 11th 2016

Burying the time capsule
during final stages of
renovation

May 27th

Official opening

May 29

Community opening
celebration

July 2nd

Police surgery

August 7th

Police surgery

August 19th and 22nd

Art in the Park

September 17th

Malaysia Day

September 18th

Bulb planting event

October 2nd

Everybody’s Reading
Festival event

January 29th 2017

Midwinter fun day

th

At the end of March we will launch this book in the
park.
In the spring we will start a monthly gardening club.
Moza wants to hold regular get togethers with
neighbours.
A notice board is going up soon.
We would like to thank Leicester City Council for
renovating our park, especially Councillor Lucy Chaplin
for her support and also the Parks Department.
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Bunting flying at Art in the Park

Councillor Lucy Chaplin arriving at the
bottom of the slide, just to check it
worked!

Shared spaces, where friends, and people who
don’t yet know each other, can come and play
together, are essential for a happy community.

